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This report traces the development of F&A delivery from global in-house centers (GICs). In particular, it highlights the pivotal themes which led to the 

evolution of F&A delivery, the varying degrees of process maturity which GICs have achieved, and descriptions of key operating model elements.

The report also briefly describes the outlook for future F&A delivery from GICs. 

Overview and abbreviated summary of key messages 

Some of the findings of the report

 The market size (in FTEs) for F&A delivery from GICs ranges from 100,000-150,000 FTEs 

 The market has grown at a rate of 4% (CAGR) from 2011 to 2015, reaching a level of 466 setups

 India is the single largest country from which F&A is being delivered through the GIC model. Other prominent 

regions are Central and Eastern Europe, and Rest of Asia. Share of Latin America is also growing

Overview of GIC market for 

F&A delivery

 F&A delivery from GICs has evolved across a variety of themes. One of the key themes is the adoption of an end-

to-end definition for F&A that incorporates record-to-report (R2R), procure-to-pay (P2P) and order-to-cash (O2C) 

processes within the F&A definition

 Additionally, organizations are evolving their scope of delivery by increasing adoption of nearshore locations, 

leveraging Centers of Excellence, focusing on delivery of judgment-intensive F&A processes, and moving away 

from a regional to a global delivery model

 GICs across verticals have achieved different levels of F&A process maturity, with banking & financial and 

insurance GICs achieving greater maturity as compared to GICs from other verticals 

Evolution and maturity of 

F&A delivery from GICs

 Adoption of Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is one of the key operating models increasingly being adopted by 

GICs for F&A delivery. Although the adoption is in nascent stage, few mature GICs have started leveraging RPA 

for delivery of transactional processes

 GICs are also leveraging analytics beyond FP&A to derive additional value from F&A delivery 

Key operating model 

elements for F&A delivery

 GICs are likely to increase their investments in disruptive technologies, e.g., RPA to deliver transactional 

processes. 

 Nearshore locations are likely to be preferred for judgment-intensive / knowledge-based F&A roles, whereas 

offshore locations will continue to be leveraged for transactional processes 

Future outlook for F&A 

delivery from GICs
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This study offers four distinct chapters providing a deep dive into the various 

aspects of the GIC market for F&A delivery; below are four charts to illustrate 

the depth of the report

Source: Everest Group (2016)

Market size by location for F&A delivery from GICs

2015, in ‘000s

GIC setups by nearshore and offshore locations

Percentage; 2015

Impact of RPA on F&A 
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The following documents are recommended for additional insight into the topic covered in this research. The recommended documents either 

provide additional details on the topic or complementary content that may be of interest

1. Global In-house Center (GIC) Landscape Annual Report 2016 (EGR-2016-2-R-1727); 2016. This report provides an in-depth analysis of the GIC 

landscape and trends. It covers market size, growth, and distribution of GICs by buyer portfolio, scale, functions supported, and offshore delivery 

locations. The research also provides an overview of the trends witnessed in the overall GIC landscape in 2015. This has been compared with the GIC 

activity for the previous two years, to bring forth key areas of differences. It also analyzes the GIC market across key offshore delivery locations, 

industry verticals, and functions

2. GICs Leading the Way for Digital Transformation of the Enterprise (EGR-2016-2-R-1682); 2016. This report gives an overview of the current state 

of digital adoption in GICs, assesses digital maturity of GICs based on a framework, evaluates functional maturity of the top three industry verticals, and 

highlights best practices, key implications, and the call-to-action for GICs. The report will assist senior GIC stakeholders in understanding the 

opportunities and challenges offered by this disruptive wave of digital services

3. Upshifting Value and Talent through Robotic Process Automation (EGR-2016-2-R-1654); 2016. This whitepaper analyzes the distinct position of 

GICs to provide leadership in the robotic automation journey for their enterprises. This whitepaper is based on Everest Group’s extensive research 

examining the state of RPA and the broader topic of Service Delivery Automation (SDA). The whitepaper leverages Everest Group’s ongoing primary 

and secondary research encompassing enterprises, technology vendors, GICs, and other relevant industry stakeholders
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